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Boys and girls
together
Some colleges are
toying with the idea
of co-ed rooming

Reporter

University is not
climbing aboard the
bandwagon just yet
| Page 3

Summer fun at
Fallen Timbers
Looking (or a fun way
to spend a Saturday
night? The Shops at

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

There are 2,831 people waiting
for an organ donation in Ohio
alone.
With the issue of organ donation looming, Wood county has
been working to have the second highest percentage of registered organ donors in Ohio.
The Bureau of Motor Vehicles in
Bowling Green has the highest
percentage of organ donors at
62.6 percent.

Because of their
success, the Life
Connection of Ohio,
part of Donate Life
Ohio, presented the
Bowling Green BMV
with the Front Line
Award Monday.
This is the sixth annual award,
with four of the 217 agencies in
Ohio receiving an award.
Bowling Green has won the
Front Line Award the past five
years.
Life Connection of Ohio's mis-

sion is "Committed
toservinghumanily
by ending the wait
for organ and tissue
transplantation,
utilizing a method
thai is beneficial
to patients, donor
families, healthcare professionals and the public.''
This organization facilitates
the donation process from the
moment they receive a phone
call from rhe hospital and tries
to fulfill the wishes of t he poten-

tial donor and their family.

The BowlingGreen BMV Front
Line Award plaque explained the
award as being about recognizing outstanding efforts on the
front line of saving and enhancing lives through organ, tissue
and eye donation.
Nancy Ellis, the community relations manager for Life
Connection of Ohio, and Sharon
Meyers from the Hospital
BMV
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Fallen Timbers host
bi-weekly outdoor
activities for the whole
family | Pag* 6

Smart,
Maxwell Smart
Film critic Aaron
Helfferich offers a pre-

Buckeve Boyi^

IJLK.3»rTiPUS

4

view of the upcoming
By Sieve Kunklcr

remake of '60s show

newspaper, the Hetuck, meaning
eye of the buck.

Reporter

Get Smart' | Page 6

A first time for
everything
Travel columnist Alison
Kemp experienced
quite a few firsts this
past week, such as
watching fireworks in a
rainstorm | Page 4

Schooling has
gone downhill
University learning has
become about absorbing information rather
than expanding ideas,
according to
columnist Conrad
Pritscher | Page 4

Honors
program
adds to
required
courses

Bowling Green BMV
receives Front Line Award
By Samira Chowdhury

assignments, but the

ESTABLISHED 1920

Buckeye Boys State continued their
tradition Saturday night in celebrating the beginning of week-long
activities for the 30th straight year
at BowlingGreen.
Buckeye Boys State is a program
designed to give male high school
seniors hands-on experience with
stategovernmentbysettinguptheir
own communities, occupations
and political parties in Krcischer
and Harshman residence halls for
nine days.
The high school students run for
political and town offices, which
are the foundation for their separate, competing societies, and
even have their own functioning

Students representing over 600
high schools were in attendance
at Anderson Arena for the opening ceremonies that kicked off
Saturday, lune 14, and run through
Sunday, lune 22.
The ceremony included presentations of the United States Flag
and the Ohio state flag, along with
the American legion banner and
the Buckeyes Boys state flag.
Speakers at the event included
David Korth, the American U'gion
National Vice Commander, who
encouraged the students in attendance to take pride in being selectSee STATE | Page 2

By Alexandria Clark
Rap •

The honors program is planning
to make a major change in the
fall of 2009.
Honors students will be
required to take two classes
called Values and Actions and
Values in Scholarship during
their sophomore year.
The honors program has
already met and discussed the
pros and cons of adding two
classes to the students' workload
this past spring.
Several students, including
honors students, the colleges
and BGeXpericiuc faculty have
given their input on the potential
change.
Paul Moore, director of the
honors program, said change
happens every year in the honors
program because the program
seeks feedback from graduates,
students and faculty.
There an' different wants and
needs and students need to vocalize these concerns,'' Moore said.
"Ifwe don't have this feedback, we
can't make this program effective."
Agreeing with Moore is sophomore, loshua Lbert, who said the
students are completely involved
in this transition.
See HONORS I Page 2

RACHEL RADWANSKI
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GOVERNOR IN HOUSE: Go. Ted Strickland speaks to the boys of
Buckeye Boy\ State on campus about politics and government

Softball prepares
for Bejing
The USA Softball team
has a date with this
years All-MAC softball

University
e-mail
converts
to Outlook

team. Hayley Weimer

By Justin Antill

and Allison Vallas will

Reporter

represent BG in the
match | Page 9

Chinese acupuncture helps BG patients
By Stave Kunkler
Reporter

I

Are you going to
donate your organs?
Why or why not?

DAVE scon.
Seiwx. IPC

I

"No, I'm going out
like I came in."
|Pag.4

TODAY
PM Showers
High: 70. Low: 52

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 73. Low: 55

k

Acupuncture has been used for
centuries by the Chinese to help
alleviate stress and now it's in
BowlingGreen.
Dr. Lora Wolph has been using
a process called meridian therapy
to help her patients around the
Bowling Green area ease both
physical and emotional stress in
their lives.
Meridian therapy is a process
that does not use needles like
traditional acupuncture, but the
results are the same, according
to Wolph.
The more common fonn of acupuncture is Traditional Chinese
Medicine, which takes around 40
years to learn, Wolph said.
Because of the length of time
the traditional form takes to learn,
the electrical version of TCM is
used by most acupuncturists.
Some of the differences
between the methods include the
number of meridians focused on.
Thecontemporaryprocess tests
12 meridians, which are locations
where energy travels throughout
the body.
For the TCM process, the belief
is held that there are pulses which
can be located and focused on
during a session of acupuncture.
The TCM can feel pulses
throughout the body. An example
is that there are six pulses located
in one wrist alone.
During the process, the Chinese
discovered placing needles along

Dr. Lora
Wolph
Practices traditional
Chinese
acupuncture

these pathways can get energy
flowing through chi, which is the
life force that permeates the world
in Asian tradition.
"The needle is acting like a conductor of energy, like an antenna
on a radio," Wolph said.
Despite the benefits people see
from the use of acupuncture, then.'
are some guidelines Wolph has
placed on her use of the practice.
Although acupuncture can still
be used on women who are pregnant, some areas of the body are
off limits, such as the stomach.
There is no age limit for using
the different processes, although
Wolph does not use needles on
people until they are at least
teenagers.
According to Wolph. her youngest patient is only 4 years old and
uses the electrical process.
Despite the wide range in age,
patients experience few side effects.
The most common one is fainting during the use of the needles,
although electrical acupuncture
is used for those who would rather do without needles.
Treatments using acupuncture usually range between
one to 12 treatments, though
the average range is anywhere
between four and eight sessions,

STEVE KUNKlElt ! IHtRGNEiVNO NEEDLES NEEDED: Lota Wolph practices meridian theraphy on Ashley Thomas, a
chiropractic assistant, at Wolphs offhce in Bowling Green.

according to Wolph.
While learning the craft, Wolph
studied under world renowned
acupuncturist lohn Amaro for
several years.
Among her clients include
Ashley Thomas, a chiropractic
assistant and x-ray technician,
who began using acupuncture
this past April to help with nightmares she was having following
her fathers death.
"It helped me get over the tragedy because when we lost him we
were busy, so I really didn't have
time to go over the motions,"
Thomas said. "When she did the
acupuncture, it allowed me to
just let go."
Another patient of VVblph's has
been using acupuncture for the
past 25 years.

Bowling Green resident and
retiree Ron Smith first began using
acupuncture to quit smoking
The process was a success and,
since awn, Smith has used acupuncture for carpal tunnel, tendinitis and tennis elbow.
Smith's most recent visits began
after a car accident in March of
last year.
Despite early worries, Smith
found the process effective.
"I was hesitant at first because
she said she couldn't use needles,
so 1 was wondering if the needleless process worked the same,
and I found out it did work as well
as the needles," Smith said.
Wolfe Chiropractic has an office
located at 640 South Wintergarden
St. in Bowling Green, and another
in Fostoria.

By I Iteeml ol lu ne, t he I ech nology
Support Center would like to have
all University e-mail accounts
converted to the new e-mail system (hitlook Web Access.
According to the TSC's
Communication Coordinator,
Cindy Fuller, the reason for
changing would be to allow students, as well as instructors to
have the ability to use calendar
and scheduling applications to
have a "more robust, full featured
Webmail interface."
Fuller said there will be no email address or password changes to the accounts.
Fuller also said every account
has a different date on when
the change will occur for each
account, specified on the email sent entitled "Migration to
Exchange,"
Graduate assistant
and
instructor Erin McKenna thinks
the new e-mail system is better because "it indicates that
you have already replied to an
e-mail," which can be useful to
an instructor who receives a lot
of e-mails daily.
McKenna aiso said there are
"more benefits to the new system
such as spell check and different
font options."
Senior Holly Cipriani also likes
the new system.
"You can see more on the
page," she said.
Cipriani thinks the new system
was not well explained and both
McKenna and Cipriani thought
the "Migration to Exchangee-mail title was confusing and
could be mistaken for junk mail
Though the new e-mail system may take some getting used
to, most students and instructors seem content with Outlook
Weh Access.
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY
6:32 P.M.
Thomas Owen McLauhlin Jr.,
47. of Bowling Green, was cited
fot disorderly conduct for being
highly intoxicated in the public
library.
950 P.M.
Richard R. Snyder. 21, of
Whitehouse. Ohio, and Richard
D. Schnitker. 21. of Bowling
Green, were cited for criminal
trespassing within the 500 block
of South Maple.

FRIDAY
12;30A.M.
Anthony P. Weilcert. 25. of
Potsdam. Ohio, was cited for
public urination within the 1600
block of East Wooster.

1:31A.M.
Matthew R. Odonnell. 22, of
Bowling Green, and Manuel
Ontiveros Jr. 24. of Bowling
Green, were cited for public
urination within the 100 block of
South Summit.
1:58 A.M.
Kevin M. Cornhoff. 21, of
Bowling Green, was cited for disorderly conduct with persistence
within the 300 block of East
Wooster.
9:48 P.M.
Brendan J. Shinosky. 26, of
Burlington. Ohio, was arrested
for public indecency within the
100 block of Manville.

12:58 P.M.
Bonnie M. Crowley. 29. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
child endangerment within the
300 block of Parkview.

t

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
complete blotter list

STATE
From Page 1
ed to this weeks events.
After a short speech, Korth
concluded by asking the band to
learn a song from his home state
ofWisconsin.
"If you could look up the lyrics for 'On Wisconsin' I would
appreciate that," Korth said.

BMV
From Page 1
Development Coordinator
for Community Tissue services, presented the award in
Bowling Green.
Ellis said the award is mainly
in honor of the people that work
behind the BMV counter.
"The award was created to recognize the Front Liners — who are
the people behind the counter —
asking the question, 'Do you want
to be an organ tissue donor?'" Ellis
said. "There is an urgent need for
more registered organ and tissue
donors in Ohio."
While 99 percent of people register to be organ donors at the
BMV when they renew or receive
a license or ID, there are also a few
other ways to register, such as filling out a donor enrollment form

or by visiting donatelifeohio.org.
Ellis said it is very important to
become an organ donor because
doing so can save multiple lives,
"The reason we think it is
important is because every time
somebody joins the Ohio donor
registry, we increase the potential
to save multiple lives," she said.
She also said a single person
can save eight lives and enhance
another 50 peoples' lives.
The biggest reason people hesitate to donate is because if they are
in an accident and have it marked
on their license when they're taken
to an emergency room, they think
doctors won't try as hard to save
their lives, Ellis said.
Another reason is because people might think that age is a factor,
but Ellis assures donors it isn't.
"Each potential donor is looked
at individually and age is not a factor," she said.

"As these changes have been put
into implementation, the honors
faculty has strived to keep students
involved and has desired to make
the students' opinions key in the
process," Ebert said. "The staff
has held seminars, discussions,
requested feedback in various
forms'... they truly care about the
students' best interests."
Meeting with students brought
attention to potential stumbling
blocks the honors program may
have to consider.
"We have to take into account
all the obstacles students could
face with trying to balance a service learning class along with being
involved in organizations and jobs,"
said Jodi Devine, associate director
of Academic Affairs. "This fall is the
time for us to come up with solutions to these concerns."
Honors students are already
required to take two classes, Great

Ideas (A&S 250) and Introduction
to Critical Thinking (Honors 201),
and they have to complete an honors project by the end of senior year
in order to graduate with honors.
The Values and Action course
will consist of ideas learned in
BGeXperience perspective classes.
The course will take issues such
as poverty, politics and government and make them into some
sort of service project
The second course. Values in
Scholarship will be taken during
the spring semester of their sophomore year.
The course will consist of students making a contribution to the
field of their specified researched
issue/topic
"Having all four courses required
for the honor students will be a
great benefit for them because it
will be an integration of the knowledge, experience and discipline
they have gained," Devine said.
The change to add two more
classes started with the student
advisory board in the honors pro-

While Korth encouraged
the members of Buckeye Boys
State to learn a song, University
Vice Provost Alberto Gonzalez
looked beyond the next couple
of days in letting the students
know they are welcomed to the
University anytime.
"1 hope to see you in a few
years when you are freshman at
BowlingGreen State University,"
Gonzalez said.

Gonzalez focused on what the
future might bring and Randy
Gardner, the representative for
the sixth House District in the
state of Ohio, reminded those
in attendance just how important and memorable the next
several days would be for them,
and how important those who
served the country are to the
freedoms and rights people in
this nation enjoy today.

HONORS
From Page 1

"Myjobisvery
rewarding... I made
a difference in
people's lives."
Nancy Elk | lie Connection of Ohio
EUis's loves her job because she
knows she is saving peoples' lives
everyday.
"The work 1 do makes a difference," she said. "My job is very
rewarding Ibecause I| know 1 made
a difference in people's lives."
Rob HoDey, the deputy registrar
at the Bowling Green BMV wants
to change people's views on organ
donation.
" I try to educate employees on
what organ donation is," he said.
"1 think the general population
of this area is fairly knowledgegram asking their program to have
something for them to stay on track
in their college years.
The board is a committee of students that serve as representatives
of the honors students to the faculty, to gather feedback, discuss,
plan and guide this transition.
"They wanted to stay engaged
in the middle, during their sophomore year, because they have obligations during their freshmen and
senior year," Devine said. "The students said we provide an end of the
year capstone for their senior year
and an introduction during their
first year, but nothing in the middle
to help them stay motivated to
graduate with honors."
By adding these two classes, the
honors program hopes to increase
the number of students that graduate with honors.
Devine said she hopes these
changes and students taking part
in the program will increase the
students' ability to demonstrate
better learning outcomes.
"All four years we want to keep
"There is no one who has
done more in the name of peace
than the American Veteran,"
Gardner said. "Let's thank them
one more time."
At that, the audience stood
and applauded the veterans in
attendance.
Following the ceremony,
Gardner said he was pleased with
the enthusiasm the boys in attendance showed Saturday night.

able and supportive of organ
donation."
lane Leader, office manager,
credits customer service with the
high percentage of organ donors.
"We always have eye contact
with our customers," Leader said.
"I think that makes a difference."
She said it is a good feeling
knowing that she is helping people
receiving transplants.
"1 know several people who
have had transplants, so it's a good
feeling (knowing) I'm helping that
happen," she said
Still, some people are unsure
about the idea
Bowling Green resident Amber
Franz is uncomfortable with
organ donation.
"It was a personal choice not to
because I don't feel comfortable
with the idea of organ donation,"
she said.
Courtney Conklin, Bowling
the students involved," she said.
"Our program focuses on the
three learning outcomes that
the University sets out, which is
for the students to be critical and
constructive thinkers, have skillful
communication and to have the
ability to engage others in action."
The honors program plans to
have a smooth transition into these
new changes by involving many
people at the University.
Overall, people have had positive feelings on the proposal of
new classes.
Ebert said he thinks the new
changes will bring great opportunities for the students.
" I am excited to have the opportunity to be a pan of such a big
change," Ebert said. "The classes
will take the traditional styles of
learning and expand them to a
more contemporary style; education will be taken outside of the
classroom walls, and students
will be encouraged to implement
studies and new skills in the community/world."
"This was one of the more
energized opening nights," he
said. "Candidly, I thought the
boys might not be as energized
right now because of some of the
concerns of the country."
Ohio Gov. Ted Strickland visited the University yesterday
to talk to Buckeye Boys State
representatives and to address
the roughly 1,225 high school
seniors involved.

Green resident, feels that because
her friend was not able to donate,
she wants to.
"One of my friends was not able
to donate and knowing that I can
help, helps me to remember him
and help others," she said.
University alumna Michelle
Raab chose to become a donor
because she said she won't need
her organs when she dies.
"I became an organ donor
because I recognized there are a
lot of people in need and it is a way
to help others because when I die,
I don't need them," she said.
The BMV is excited about receiving the award and helping people,
even if it's not in a big way.
"All of us are excited about getting the award," Holley said. "It
is a nice feeling to see the people
who have been recipients of organ
donations |and| to know that you
helped even if it's in a small way."

CITY
BRIEF
El Zarape moves into
former Chi-Chi s
building
Mexican restaurant El Zarape has
moved from 1544 E Wooster St to
1616 E. Wooster St
El Zarape moved to the old 0»OYs building lor the better facility,
better visibility and for better service
said General Manager David Olivarez
The new location also offers a
better parking lot. a bigger bar area
and an outside patio
Olrvarez does not know what is
going to happen to the old El Zarape
location
El Zarape came to Bowling Green
seven years ago riNovember 2001 The
restaurant reopened Friday. June 16
Olivarez attends the Unrveisity and
will be graduating this year with a degree
in Spanish and a minor in business

In addition, space shuttle
astronaut Gregory Johnson was
inducted into the organization's
Hall of Fame.
Johnson, a 1980 graduate of Park 11 ill - I ligh School in
Fairbom and pilot of the Space
Shuttle Endeavour on its March
2008 mission, is a U.S. Air force
colonel whose flight experience
also includes 34 combat missions
during Operation Desert Storm.

CAMPUS
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Res. Life open to idea of gender
neutral dorm room assignments
By Jasmin* Nash

Repot if

Colleges all across the nation
ate engaging In something thai
can change the college experi
ence: gendet neutral rooming
assignments.
Currently only 36 campuses
in the u.s. have co "l residence
halls, Including OberBn College,
Dartmouth and Oregon Stale
I Iniu'rsity.
Olx'tlin College is the only nil
lege in (Nik) that takes pan in this
anil the Uni\eisii\ has not taken
(his plan into affect yet
According to Michael (liillel.
director of Residence Life,
"Committees have looked into
[co ed dorm rooms), Inn no
one has actual!) sal down to
discuss It."
(iriffel thinks getting gender
neutral rooming assignments
depends on a niimbei nl l.u
tors, includinn the needs ol the

students,
"II students bring it up. iheie
could he a possihiliiv nl making il

happen," Grtffel said. "The kej fai
tor, however. Is to talk."
"No petitions, hul dialogue and

conversation, so there is an under
Standing and thej can discuss
issues.' he said.
scnioi \dani Dunn agrees with
co I'd rooming assignments.

"If the students bring
it up, there could be
a possibility of
making it happen."
life
"I think a man and woman
can live togethet as long as they
want to."
(iriflel said il is also something
thai could increase enrollment
lor the University, which has a

lower enrollment compared lo

previous years.
Sophomore Maiccia (iasion
does mil seea problem with il.
"I feel it's perfect!) line just as
18 people have a choice,''
(iasion said.
On ihe other hand, il could he

something to nun away prospec
live students and their parents,
Grtffel agrees thai parents are
certain!) a stakeholder.
Parents could think co ed
rooming assignments are a distraction that will oruj cause more
problems,
lunioi Elizabeth Mungwethinks
co id dm m looms wi mid he mi ire

of an uncomfortable situation
than a distraction
i probably wouldn't participate because the rooms are so

small and in order for someone
to feel more comfortable, Ihey
would have to be the same gender, "she said.
The Boston Globe reports thai
some said the policies promote
promiscuity and see no reason
in them.
Sophomore
Candace
Woodworth, who plans on slaying
on campus nexl semester, does
not like ihe idea of living with a
male student.
"I think this is had heiause
there will be so many more room
changes and possibly a chance of
an increase in sexual harassment
on campus, and I would hate it
if I got stuck with a creepy guy,"'
Woodworth said.
Surprisingly, some students and
schools say it is not about sex, just
finding someone that the student
would I* comfortable living with.
limes are changing though
and rooming assignments may
become more modem.
Better accommodating gay and
transgender students could also

be a factor
Dean of students at Clark
University in Massachusetts
I lenise Darrigrand said in an interview with Boston (Hobs 'It sa new
world, and gender has taken on all
kinds of new definitions, it's about
being mow inclusive and it's about
keeping pace with ihe rimes."
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0-REG SEASON IS HERE: Orientation and Registration signs have popped up
around campus, letting current students and faculty know that a new batch of Falcons
are on their way.
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"The needle is acting like a conductor of energy, like an antenna on a
radio. - Dr. Lora Wolph, Page 1
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THE STREET Are you going to donate your organs? Why or why not?
"Yes. because people
need them."

"Yes, I would donate
my skin becacuse I'm

Thecriythnglldcnate

"Sure, to help

smyleftsrtulda

other people"

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

because thats the on^

not using it anyway"

k

today's People On The

thing Tve taken care of

Stieet? Or a suggestion for
LAUREN FATICA.
Junior.
Exercise Science

MIKEBRADDOCK.
Graduate Student.
Education

ASHLEY JANCA,
Senior.
Business

J0E6ERWIH,
Graduate Student,
Math Education

MKXMCLYN — So I've had a few
mon firsts this past weekend: No.
I: Thinking I haw pink eye and
finding out 1 have an ulcer on my
right cornea
I went to bed on Thursday
night with two sore eyes. They
still hurt on Friday morning, and
my office mate decided it would
be a good idea for me to go to
the doctor.
Having an ulcer on your eye

isn't fun. There isn't medicine
to make it go away; there is
medicine only for keeping it from
becoming infected, which could
lead to vision loss.
It feels like there is a fleck
of dust or eyelash stuck to my
eyeball.
When 1 headed home, I went
straight to the Rite Aid a few
blocks away; which leads to first
No. 2.
First No. 2: Having my prescription billed to an Allison
Kemp with a permanent
Brooklyn address.
When 1 dropped my prescription off, 1 said that I'd never been
there before. The phannacy aid
should have asked for my II) or

my birthday so 1 could be found
in the system. I was in too much
pain and too stressed out to care
that I wasn't asked.
I didn't think anything of it
until I realized just before going
to bed that my name was spelled
incorrectly on my medication, ■
which led me to realize that
someone else's insurance was
billed for my medicine.
Luckily, this was an easy fix on
Saturday morning because 1 had
big plans for the afternoon, which
leads to first No. 3.
First No. 3: Going to Coney
Island.
Coney Island is the epitome
of kitschy-ness. It'sa permanent
fair with fair food and fair rides

but without the animals. It's the
home of Nathan's Famous, whose
specialty is hotdogs and is home
of the hot dog eating contest held
every July 4.
There's also a freak show, which
I'll have to attend on another trip.
But 1 did ride the Cyclone, which
is an old, wooden roUercoaster.
It was pretty fabulous. 1 also rode
the Wonder Wheel, which is
definitely not a Ferris WheeL It's
shaped like a Ferris Wheel, but
2/3 of the cars are on a track, so as
the wheel rotates the cars move
down the track and swing back
and forth.
See KEMP | Page 5

Variety is
the spice of
the United
States
Brian
Eggenberger
Columnist

Believe it or not, shortly after
this country was founded, the
Constitution only applied to the
federal government. This meant
that while the federal government could not set up a national
church, the states could. And
while the Feds couldn't censor
you, the slate you lived in could
haul you off to the slammer. A lot
has changed since then.
Overwhelmingly, the laws
passed by Congress also apply
to the states, including the Bill of
Rights and all the amendments.
Federal initiatives like No Child
Left Behind showcase the extent
to which the federal government
has absorbed a great chunk of
state power.
And while this does secure
us the freedoms listed in the
Constitution and all other laws
passed by the U.S. Congress
regardless of where we live or
where we travel, it does severely
cut back on the differences from
state to state. Consistency is
good, but isn't variety an equally
admirable value?
In this wonderful country,
each state and even each city or
region is different, and I think
that's a good thing. If you travel
to Texas, expect to see a lot of
firearms and football (hopefully
not at the same time). Michigan's
forte might be hockey. California
See EGGENBERGER | PageS
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Rage against the computing machine

I

Levi Joseph
Wonder
Columnist

They're all around me. And I can't
get away from them.
Their evil RGB-lit flatscreens
glare at me from behind their
protective matte coatings.
Their imposing port-adomed
towers lay in wait to shoot their
DVD-ROM drives at me when
the moment is right.
And their infernal "tip-tap-tip"
keyboards create a flurry of noise
excruciatingly obnoxious enough
to make me want to drive USB
cords into my eye sockets.
Yeah, I'm sick of being stuck in
front of a computer all day. And
unfortunately, it's not going to
change anytime soon.
1 chose a major here at
BGSU that involves loads of
daily computer use: Visual
Communication Technology.
It's not a bad thing; that's just
the way things are these days.
But when I have to boot up my
'puter every single time I need
to edit a photo for a school proj-

SLOGGING
Oieck out the sports
bloq for the latest in BG
athletics.

ect, design a page layout, make
a vector drawing edit a video,
check my messages, search
myBGSU, type an essay, listen to
music, check the weather, play
a game or ANYTHING ELSE, I
feel like I want to begin using my
laptop as a brushed-aluminum
throwing projectile.
Hey, at least it would be satisfying to see the thing sputter,
stall, blink off and die the horrible foot-stomping-accelerated
death of an infuriating electronic device!
But seriously, the constant
schoolwork-necessary computer
use is driving me up a wall It
even makes me yearn to head
back to the olden days of turbocharged immaturity, phys-ed
class and non-constant computer use of high schooL
But now that I think about it,
summer is the real culprit here!
During the standard school
year, my social life was that of a
standard college student: round
up a group of kids and go adventuring for junk food at 2:00 am,
play Dagorhir at Mac Beach on
Sunday, tag some zombies in BG
Ui uli '.ul. walk through the halls
of Kohl Hall and arbitrarily yell at
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How far have schools and
universities removed themselves from the early Greek
idea of school as a place to
play with ideas?
Universities may have
removed themselves so far that
we often allow schools and universities to program us to think
a student's job is to absorb
information given by a teacher
or professor.
The absorbing of information
is often for the purpose of getting
a job and earning money.
Such programming also leads
us to follow "experts" to tell one
what and how to think.
The result is group thinking
where people do not follow
Thomas lefferson's idea of the
purpose of schooling being
to help one decide for oneself
what will secure or endanger
one's freedom.
Schooling and university
training often concentrates
mainly on the specializing
(often for a job) and as a result,
students and former students
— most of us, are often in the
dark: and are more vulnerable to
being manipulated. "Training"
makes us only mildly inquisitive
and sometimes less inquisitive
than before the training

Thomas lefferson's idea of
schooling is cast aside by the
military- industrial-govemmental-complex.
Students too often serve the
purposes of the leaders of the
oligarchy. Being required to serve
the purposes of another makes
one a slave.
The No Child Left Behind Act
provides conditions to keep students as slaves.
Often we have been enslaved
so well, even while in universities, that we don't notice it.
Charles Eisenstein's article,
(Education Revolution, Ian 2008,
"Deschooling Yourself'), states
that schools, I include universities, provide us with conditions
"to carry around an enormous,
unconscious burden: that it is
imponant to he right, to hold
the right opinion and be able to
produce the right answer. Then
we get points, credit, self-esteem.
Well what about letting go of
being right, and just listening
without judgment?"
Among 27 habits into which
students are programmed.
Eisenstein lists:" 1. seeking credit
for the right answer. 2. work is
a matter of completing assignments, 3. life is a process of
SeePRfTSCHER|Page8
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people for fun.
Man, good times. However,
now that 1 have brought the
curse of summer coursework
upon myself, these activities have
ceased for the season: no zombies, no foam swords, no friendassisted consumption of mass
quantities and very few people to
rouse up on a Tuesday afternoon.
It's almost as if the fun got
sucked out of BG... and even the
Uptown life is suffering! I can't
think of two times this summer
I 've heard of a band at Howard's
t 11111 that 1 wanted to see (but
there is an electronic music event
coming to Uptown bar later this
month).
There aren't enough students
on campus and there aren't
enough people in town.
Compared to the regular
school year, BG in the summer
is a complete quagmire of boredom-osity. As a result, I dont
hear people saying: "Hey Levi!
Wanna go see the VooDoo Glow
Skulls?" or "Let's go do some
exhilarating community service!"
or even "Wanna stare at the ceil-
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The FCC may be going
too far with censorship
ALEXIS UEKMTHALIGUES1 COLUMNIST

Is censorship a good thing or a
bad thing? There are a lot of great
things about censorship, such as
the fact that children can be protected from words th^y shouldn't
hear and images they shouldn't
see and people don't have to be
exposed to material that makes
them feel uncomfortable... well,
sometimes. But at what expense?
The Federal Communications
Commission oversees all international communication via television, cable and satellite They
also have the responsibility of
making sure that material is not
obscene, indecent or profane at
any time What exactly does this
mean? To be obscene, the material must pass this tri-fold test
the average person must find the
material appeals to the prurient
interest, the material depicts
sexual conduct as defined by law
and the material must lack literacy, artistic, political or scientific
value Indecent material depicts

or describes sexual or excretory
organs or activities and can be
banned from 6 am. to 10 pm
Profane material is language so
grossly offensive to members
of the public who actually hear
it as to amount to a nuisance.
This too, is banned from 6 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
First of all, these rules are
very broad in definition. What
is language that is grossly offensive? Language that is offensive
to me could be fine to others.
Where does the FCC draw the
line? Next, the FCC has banned
images of sexual organs? What
about for educational purposes?
Dont children learn when seeing
examples of the lessons and topics they are attempting to study?
The FCC has gotten way out
of control, as weU. At the 2007
Grammys, Sally Fields' speech
was banned before she even said
it The producer of FOX News
SeeUEBENTHAL|PageS
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Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Hare's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

feedback at bgnews.com.

What can't be
learned from
course textbooks

Travelm' the Globe:
New experiences in New York City
Alison
Kemp
Columnist

a question? Gwe us your

MULTIMEDIA
Podcjsts.audk>
sMeshows and video
add to the story.

■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnewsxom
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing lor length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News.

FORUM

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

KEMP
From I
Coney Island is also home
lo a beach and boardwalk. The
water was freezing, but (he sand
was nice.
My friends and I could tell the
rain was coming, so we hurried
to leave before a mob headed for
the train station. TTie rain takes
me to first Na 4.
Hirst No. 4: Watching fireworks
in a storm.
Beginning at around 5:15 p.m.
the weather decided to take a
turn for the worse. It decided to
thunderstorm and downpour for

arxxit a half hour every half hour
from then on.
There were fireworks planned
for 9:30 p.m. — two barges full
to be shot off from the South
Street Seaport.
1 headed over to find out what
was going on and everyone kepi
saying the fireworks were still
on, even though it was stomiing
again. I thought that was slightly
ridiculous, but I've come to learn
that ridiculous doesn't matter in
New York City.
I returned home and headed

WONDER
From Page 4
ing and tell dumb jokes?" None of
ii at all.
Although I do have a set of
Heads here in Kohl I kill for this
summer, it's a very slim list when
compared to my entourage of
buddies during the fall and spring.
So what does this mean when
there's VBTV little fun stuff to do?
HOMLWORK. And lots of it. I'm

down to the promenade to
hopefully watch some fireworks.
It decided to downpour, again,
and I couldn't even stay dry with
a raincoat and mi umbrella.
But these were the most
impressive fireworks Id ever
seen, rain or no rain.
They were shot off from
either side of the South Street
Seaport, and the buildings in
the Financial District provided a
perfect backdrop. The lightning
strikes just added to the show
that had almost everything shot
off in sixes.
This show wasn't just one
firework shot into the air after
another. It was almost always
six shot together for nearly a
half hour.
I am now full of anticipation
for the fourth of July.
I may pass on the hot dog eating contest, but I'm not passing
on the fireworks. If they were so
fantastic in the rain and on a day
that wasn't a holiday, I can only
imagine what they will be like in
a couple of weeks.

— Respond to Alison m
theitewsQbpKU&am.
actually spending more time
than I should be on my projects
I )<■cause things are so dismal
around here.
Yes, my stTioohvork is keeping
me quite busy, but I'm expanding
the amount ol time that I spend
on it so that I achieve a higher
level of quality with my work, hut
also SO thai it ghw me something
to do other than play massive
amounts of starcraft and throw
spitballs out die window.
By the way, if anyone out there
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a German Catholic city and is

From Page 4

of the three.

exhibits a variety of cultures and
progressive attitudes, liven within our own state of Ohio there
are a variety of different cultures,
let's take the Big Cs for instance.
Cleveland, the city on the lake,
tends to be a more liberal city in
Ohio. It has a world renowned
symphony orchestra and its eastern European immigrant population has had a tremendous
influence on cuisine. Columbus,
of course, houses the slate capital and is perhaps more model
ate. It definitely is a competitive
town, thanks to the university
it hosts. Cincinnati is definitely

My point in all this is that
variety is good. The same type
of variety so prevalent in an
anas culture should also prevail
in that area's government, lust
as Cleveland shouldn't have
to serve southern BBQ, Ohio
shouldn't have to adopt the same
laws as Texas, and vice-versa.
However, within the past couple centuries, state power has
been withering away for better
and worse. I low can 535 people
sitting on Capitol Hill possibly
know what's best for people living hundreds of miles away? I
understand that the House is
supposed to represent every

UEBENTHAL
From Page 4
said that he thought she may say
profane material regarding the
war because she plays a mother
whose son has gone off to the war
in ABC's "Brothers and Sisters".
In reality, fields simply wanted
to pay tribute to all mothers who
had sons in the war.
Also, at a school in New York.
' three students were suspended
after saying the word "vagina"

ever wants their self-esteem to
drop 50 experience points, then
spend 10 hours in one day m irk

Ing on a brochure layout Not
even 10 solid hours of musical
assistance from Stayer; Operation
Ivy. Catch-22.1 hiaiic IVters and
(hades Branson (the band, not
the (Tuick-Norris superior) could
make me feel better after that

probably the most conservative

at a high school play. No, they
weren't doing it to be funny. No,
they were not playing a prank
on their friends or the school.
And finally, no, they weren't
being disorderly. They were
doing a clip from "The VAGINA
MONOLOGUES"! I'm not quite
sure how one is supposed to put
on "The Vagina Monologues"
without saying vagina.
Finally, where are the parents in
this whole debate? What ever happened lo [wrcntal responsibility?
11 parents are so concerned about

area's interests, but does it? Not
really. When it votes for a law.
that law applies to every area,
regardless of its practical applicability. I doubt many people in
rural Ohio would appreciate if
Congress passed a law requiring
everyone to pay up front for their
farm machinery. Similarly, why
should the fed be able to mandate education requirements
for all states uniformly? It just
doesn't make sense to me.
The Constitution itself even
says that states have the right to
make their own laws, including
ones regarding morals and education. So if the citizens of Ohio
want to pass a law allowing gay
marriage, good for us. But Texans
might not want lo, and that

ought to be their right. The same
goes for abortion, education and
any number of other controversial issues.
But in the interest of equality, let's not go rushing hack to
the early 19th century. Certain
uniformities are good, like equal
rights. But universal policies like
No Child Left Behind probably
aren't the best idea if we value
variety which, given the observance we pay to the Melting I'ot
idea, we clearly do. So ease up,
Fed Passing bianket sweeping
laws reduces variety and hurts
creative thinking.

obscene material and with their
children's well-being, llien censor
them not the rest of the world!
ControlYourTV.org is just one of
the Web sites thai gives parents
great ideas on controlling those
black boxes in their living rooms.
You can actually block some TV
stations now, you know!

So block the bad OIK'S from
your kids and let ns gel back to

— Res/Hind to Brian al
Iheneu s€ bgneies.com.

watching theGrammys!
—Uebenthal is a junior majoring in human development and
family sluilies Respond to her column HI thenews&)gnews.com.

We've got your next place!
PETS ALLOWED

with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet deposit
at these buildings:

marathon session of InDesign
madness
Well, al least I'm cooling off by
typing an opinion column... ON

831 Seventh Street
733,755.777 Manville

ACOMPinr.R!?!Ohno...

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street

LIMIT 1 PERSON
— Res/mid lo Leviat
theneu s&bgneii'scom.

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking...

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer. Furnished efficiency
apartments with full bath. Assigned parking and laundry in the
building. One Person Occupancy Only. School Year - S395.00 per
month. One Year - $370.00 per month

ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy.
Two Person Rates Available.

Most BGSU students are.
• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol
use affect their academic performance.

150 1/2 MANVILLE
Unfurnished, One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S445.00 per month.
One year - S410.00 per month.

725 NINTH STREET
Pets Allowed!
Unfurnished, One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S455.00 per month.
One year - S390.00 per month.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU.
The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000.
Brought to you by the Wellness Connection. Student Health Sen ice. and NCAA BIG Choices
Data taken from the 2006 ACHA llealih \s-essment.

www.bqsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
Required Student Insurance Program
—

students registered for a or mora credit hours on main campus
are required to have health insurance.

806 SCOTT HAMILTON

722 ELM STREET

4 Bdrm, 2 Baths. Washer, Dryer,
Central Air. S900.00 per month
plus utilities Deposit $900 00.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease Immediately 5/9/09

Three bedrooms. Tenant
pays utilities. Deposit equal
to one month's rent.
One person - S600/month
Two people- S650/month
Three people- S690/montn
Has a garage for storage. Limit 3
people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09

831 SCOTT HAMILTON
#B
Two bedrooms. Tenant pays
utilities. Deposit equal to one
month's rent.
One person - S500/month
Two people- S550/month
Three people- S600/month
Four people- $800/month
Air conditioned, washer and dryer.
Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 • 8/8/09.

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy.
One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET
Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Extra
Vanity. School year - S630.00 per
month. One year - $530.00 per month.

^

/ Students can enroll in the BGSU-offered Insurance plan via their MyBGSU
pages, using the "Student Insurance Requirement" link.
/ Students can also use the "Student insurance Requirement" link to
complete the waiver form. You will need a copy of your current insurance
plan and insurance identification card.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One
Bath. School year - $590.00 per
month. One year - $490.00 per month.
701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W/
Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $600.00 per month.
One year - $480 00 per month.

810 FIFTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET

■f Read ail information on the Student Insurance Requirement webpage.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall
Vanity. School year - $565 00 per
month. One year - $475.00 per month.

• if you receive an Accounts Hold far "Required Health Insurance,"
this is for information only. You will still be able to get your
grades and register for classes.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

*" Remember to complete the Required Student Insurance Process by
July 1,2008 to avoid the Student Insurance charges being posted on
your Bursar account
ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service
regardless of their health insurance coverage.

Unfurnished, ("baths,
dishwasher. School year - $630.00 per
month One year • $530.00 per month

338 N. Church St.

]

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

649 SIXTH or
707 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One
Bath 8i Hall Vanity.
School year - $365.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.
835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month
840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $540.00 per month
831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn One Balh 8. Hall
Vanity. School year - $560.00 per
month. One year - $485.00 per month.
FOREST APARTMENT

Napoleon at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall
Vanity. School year - $555.00 per
month. One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

..-JOHN

NEWLOVE
%e*( SitaU. Inc.

Newlove Rentals

710 ELM STREET
Three bedrooms. Tenant pays
utilities. Deposit equals to one
month's rent.
One person- SfSOO/month
Two people- S650/month
Three people- S690/month
Has a washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8 21 08 - 8/8/09

319 E. Wooster Street
{Legated Acoss From * .
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon.-Fri 8:30-5:30
Sat. 8:30 5:00
wwwiohnnewtoverealest.is

Three bedroom house
Close to downtown.
$595.00 per month plus all utilities.

THE PULSE
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ENTERTAIN ME
IN TOWN!
FRIDAY, June 20 9

HCMRDSCtUBH
BOW1INC CaiBBN OHIO
Man Down w/
Burning Brides
Year Long Disaster
The High Gears
9 p.m.
GET OUTTA TOWN!
FRIDAY, June 20
PERRYSBURG
"Let's Do Lunch". •<
Levis Commons w/
Bobby May Trio
12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
TOLEDO

Jerry Seinfeld @
The Stranahan
Theater
SATURDAY, June 21
4th Annual June
teenth Celebration
@ The Toledo
Museum of Art
11:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
ARTOLEDO
Emerging Artist
Exhibit Reception

6 to 9 p.m.
(•> 20 North Gallery
18 North St. Clair
St.
Live @ Frankie's
SATURDAY, June 21
The Dashburns w/
El Jesus Del Magico
The Drawers
Prayers for Rain
9 p.m.
SUNDAY. June 22
The Murder Junkies
w/ As Good As Dead
Full Scale Panic
Infernal Names
9 p.m.
MONDAY, June 23
Jagermeister Music
Tour feat:
Hatebreed and
Type O Negative @
Headliners
4500 N. Detroit Ave
(419) 693-5300
Doors <s> 6:30 p.m.

Fallen Timbers to provide fun family-oriented
events throughout the summer season
By Quentin Kilpatrick

Pulse Editor
Looking for something to do on
a Saturday night this summer?
Folks of all ages converged
on the Shops at Fallen Timbers
this past Saturday for the
first of the center's Summer
Entertainment Series.
The bi-monthly events,
which run through September
li. will provide a variety of
entertainment in the green
space by the complex's
Showcase Cinemas.
This past weekend's party
kicked off with a 9 p.m. screening of "The Wizard of Oz" on
a huge 25 X 14 ft. projection
screen.
On Saturday, June 28, the
Toledo-based 'lohnny Rocker
and the Hitmen" will perform
their variety of'60s,'70s and
'80s covers at 6 p.m. in the
amphitheater.
"Christmas in July" will be
celebrated on July 12th with
"The Polar Express" and a real,
live, bearded Santa.
Toledo-bred but now
Nashville-based singer-songwriter Shane Piasecki will perform Inly 26, and "E.T." will be
shown Aug. 23.
"It's a perfect place for the
family to come enjoy some
entertainment under the stars,"
said assistant marketing director and recent BGSU alumna
Kristen Keinbolt.
Customers are encouraged to
bring a lawn chair or a blanket
each week.
The events are free but there
are plenty of places for young
adults to spend money at the
one million square foot, faux
downtown-styled outdoor
shopping mall.
The Shops at fallen Timbers
are managed by General
Growth Properties (GGP),
which bills their properties as
embodying "a sense of community by integrating the latest in
fashion-forward retail and lifestyle tenants with the best in
dining and entertainment venues." with the tag-line, "They
are more than places to shop.
They are places to experience."

PHOTOS BY OUtNtIN KILPA1RICK
VIEWING PARTY: Crowds gather at The Shops at Fallen Timbers before the "Wizard of 0/ for the first of the center s Summer Entertainment Series

GGP is the second-largest
U.S.-based publicly traded realestate investment trust with
ownership interest or management responsibility for a portfolio of more than 200 regional
shopping malls in 45 states, as
well as ownership interest in
master-planned community
developments and commercial
office centers.
For more information, visit
www.theshopsatfallentimbers.
com.

Some stores
at Fallen Timbers:
■
■
■
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■
■
■
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Aeropostale
American Eagle Outfitters
Buckle
GameStop
Gap
Hot Topic
Journeys
Lids
RF. Chang's China Bistro
Pacific Sunwear
Starbucks
Victoria's Secret
Wet Seal

Carell, Hathaway
'Get Smart' in movie remake of
old sitcom
By Aaron Hclffarich
Film Critic

This weekend, a plethora of spy
gadgetry and espionage hits theaters with a blast from the past.
The charming television series
from the late '60s, "Get Smart"
gets its big screen treatment
almost 40 years after its finale.
Following the mishaps and
misadventures of bumbling
secret agent Maxwell Smart,
"Get Smart" borrows most of its
humorous content from classic
spy films of the era like the ripening lames Bond series.
Portrayed in the television
series by Don Adams and
Barbara Feldon, the crime fighting duo of Maxwell Smart and
Agent 99 has entered living
rooms with quirky dialogue and
clever spy spoofs. Now making
their way to cinemas, Max and 99
get their life through today's hottest funnyman, Steve Carell and
rising star Anne Hathaway.
Working for CONTROL, Max
and 99 will once again take on

the evil group known as KAOS.
Already showing a similar character in NBC's "The Office'. Carell
fully embodies the aloof persona
of Maxwell Smart that constantly
has the overly competent Agent
99 working tirelessly to hail him
out of trouble.
With a further star studded cast
including Dwayne The Hock'
Johnson, Alan Arkin and Terrence
Stamp, "Get Smart" has an ability
to not only wow audiences with
special effects, but tease them
with expertly delivered dialogue,
assuming the script supplies it.
What we can expect from the
film is nothing short of the midsummer action humor with a
possible twist of nostalgia thrown
in ort tlie side. Being targeted primarily at a generation that knows
little to nothing about the series,
"Get Smart" will have to battle its
way between the opposing expectations of the past and present.
Rated PG-13 for some rude
humor, action violence and
language
Runtime 110 min.

"I have more
money now than
I know what
to do with."
Mark Wahlberg | Actof
IMAGE PROVIDED BY YAHOO" MOVIES
HOT PURSUIT: Agent 99. and Mawjell Smart (Anne Hathaway and Steven Cared) in a
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THE BIG PICTURE: A ?SXI4 ft blow-up projection screen provided visitors with a super-sized imago.

high-speed foot chase.
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HULK ANGRY!: Bruce Banner, played by Edward Notion, looses his cool

Marvel strikes it big on the
big screen with The Hulk'
By Aaron H.lff.rlch
Film Critic

To continue the series of the
Marvel comic book universe,
the notably angry and distinctly green monster super hero
known as The Incredible Hulk
returns to theaters.
After the astounding success
of "Iron Man", Marvel hopes to
continue their exploration of
humanly intriguing characters
with special physical attributes.
To appropriately transfer these
trends, Marvel turns to the aid
of actor Kdward Norton to star
as the big green guy and forget 2003s stab at bringing the
character of Bruce Banner to
the screen.
This new reincarnation of the
Hulk story begins by quickly
brushing up on his creation. In
an unnecessarily quick opening credits sequence, we learn
how Dr. Bruce Banner's experiment with gamma radiation
goes awry and injects his body
with a substance that reacts
with his increased heart rate.
Once he reaches a certain limit,
Bruce transforms into the Hulk
and causes insurmountable

THE HULK'
LETTER GRADE:
RATED: PG-15 for sequences
of intense action violence, some
frightening sci-fi images and brief
suggestive content.
RUNTIME: 114 min
STARRING: Edward Norton.
Liv Tyler, William Hurt, Tim Roth
and Tim Blake Nelson
DIRECTOR: Louis Leterrier

damage to anything around
him. Now, as a fugitive of his
country, Bruce flees to a life of
hiding in search of a cure to
his condition. But, when a U.S.
General attempts to harness
Banner's powers as a weapon,
Bruce is forced to cope with this
unwanted stress.
lust as the story begins to
meander among the likes of
monotonous super heroes,
the plot takes us to Betty Ross.
Portrayed with intricate importance by Liv Tyler, Betty gives
"The Incredible Hulk" an edge
over all superhero films when

we refer to relationships, liven
though it would have been
benefidal to see the relationship of Bruce and Betty before
the radiation, Norton and Tyler
breathe life into characters that
are otherwise considered dull
and unworthy.
It's a relationship that ever]
superhero film should take
notes from. Seeing that Betty is
an integral part of every aspect
in our hero's life. I lulk would be
nothing worthy of a cinematic
presence without her. It's a performance that brings the ideas
of "King Kong" to a more personal level.
However, other than a
finale that you never want to
end, Hulk's secondary life as
a superhero never quite gets
the action pizzazz that films
like "Iron Man" and "Batman
Begins" so easily stepped
into. The rough edges truly
show when Tyler and Norton
are unable to share moments
together. But, with a central
relationship so prevalent,
"The Incredible Hulk" creates
important character moments
unlike anything we have ever
seen in a superhero film.
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GLOBAL WARNING
Shyamalans The Happening predicts Armageddon and disappointed audiences
By Aaron Half farich
Film Critic

Great directors will find ways
to seamlessly incorporate a personal vision with their films that
sets themselves apart from other
filmmakers.
Well known directors like
Alfred Hitchcock. Martin
Scorsese and Quentin
Tarantino encapsulate their films with a
specific style of message that rings true to
their personal beliefs
or influences. The
times they succeed
are when their
message comes
out in the
intricacies of
their stories
in a way
that does
not inhibit
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entertainment value.
buster, "I Am Legend", "The our society rather than create an
Ever since "The Sixth Sense", I lappening" tells a story of how intriguing main character.
If a film is going to be political,
writer and director M. Night mankind causes its own global
Shyamalan has always carried destruction. What "Legend" it's the filmmaker's job to give
a unique vision that transcends does differently is incorporate a us his idea of a resolution for the
the normal movie going expe- story to this theme without rely- problem. In the resolution of "Hie
rience. In his latest film, "The ing on it. In "The Happening". Happening", Shyamalan tells us
Happening", his vision has never Shyamalan bombards his audi- nothing more than we already
been more present. This time, ence with political undertones know, and gives us an explanahowever, he may have forgotten about our lifestyles destroy- tion of "there is no explanation."
ing the environment. Since he In other words, why listen to this
to bring us along for the ride.
The story of "The Happening" wrongfully chooses this lactic, film's message when you can just
chronicles an event that takes audiences will already know the watch I'OX News?
place in which select cities on core message within the first few
Letter Grade: D
the northeast coast are attacked scenes of (he film.
Since he's too busy preaching
by a mysterious toxin. What is
Rated: R for violent and disat first believed to be a terror- his political beliefs, Shyamalan
turbing images.
ist attack, the sudden change in gives no room for appropriate
winds causes mass numbers of depth of story or even character.
Runtime: 91 mm
people to hallucinate and violent- Worst of all, Shyamalan focuses
ly commit suicide. But, instead of no attention on the characters
Starring: Mark Wahlberg.
making it a modern day horror he creates by failing to direct
Zooey Deschanel and John
story, Shyamalan waters down his incompetenl cast. Mark
Leguizamo
our fears with a preachy environ- Wahlbcrg'sstarperformancefeels
like it's being used as a pawn to
mental lesson.
Director: M Night Shyamalan
Similar to last year's block- comment on what's wrong with

"...the album layers on additional
instruments not typical of the pop-punk
superheroes - synthesizers, electricj
- while not branching i
conventions that

QUENTIN KILPATRICK

M BO NiAS

JAZZ BY THE RIVER: Los
Angeles-based musician Steve Oliver
played his mix ol Latin. Jazz and Rock

By Quentin Kilp.itrick

Hack with their sixth album
forGeffen [and third sell
titled) "Weezei HI" or "The
lied Album'' is arguably the
band's most expansive on
their time-tested pup sound.
Produced bj record-guru
Rick Rubin, the album layers
on additional instruments
not typical of the pop-punk
superheroes — synthesizers,
electric piano while nol
branching off too far from the
conventions thai made them
pop stars. Weezei is something of a! guilty pleasure oi a
love/haie relationship foi inc.
I first started listening to
them in junior high, when
they returned from their three
year hiatus with hits like
"Hash Pipe" from The Green
Album", but I did mil Inn that
with mi allowance. I bought
"The Blue Album", beginning the lime-old tradition
of rock elitism, or die I liked
their first album' mantra. It
seems like nuisi college sin
dents 1 talk to enjoy The Blue
Album", maybe "I'inkcrton" or
"The Green Album" and little
else since. So I tried not to let
my preconceived beliefs about
Weezer get in the way when
1 finally popped in this free
promotional cd.
The album starts with
"Troublemaker". an Eve 6
ish ode to being an aging
slacker who can't hold a real
job, except of course rock
star celebrity.' which Cuomo

directly addresses in the following Hack.
i he theatrical, genre-jumping song. "TheGreatest Man
That Ever Lived", begins with
a crowd cheering to a somber,
pretty piano riff, you might
think great, another Wer/ci
ballad' but it's cut short by
a police siren and Cuomo'S
inosi hip hop-inspired lyrics
on the album, where he plays
on his status. And if you don't
like it, you can shove it. But
you don't like it, you love it.
So I'll be up here in a rage.' lil
thej bring the curtain down
on the stage.'
"Porkand Beans", the first
commercial single, is one of
the album's most standard
with a laid-back acoustic verse
and a distortion-heavy rolling chorus. Not much else is
interesting aside from namedropping Timbaland and his
hilarious, almost self-mocking lyrics: 'Everyone likes to
dance to a happy song, with
a catchy chorus and beat so
the) can sing along'... As if
people would listen to Weezer
for any other reason.
i lean Songs", a slow reflective praise to a wide variety
of influences from Gordon
I Ightfool and Cat Stevens to
Debby Gibson to Iron Maiden
and Slayer, builds up to sound
like a feud with Relient K to
see who can do generic poppunk more. well, generically.
The bombastic Everybody
del I )angerous" is a welcome
change from the typical sound
that bounces around genres.

"Dreamin"' makes for the
most basic, conventionalsounding song on the album.
For tracks 7,8, and 9, the
other members that make up
the band, guitarist Brian Bell,
bassist Scott Shriner (originally from Toledo) and drummer Pat Wilson are given the
lead mic. The bluesy guitardriven "Automatic" written
by Wilson, gives the listeners
the most innovative-sounding
song of them all and a peak
at where they could go when
they loosen up a bit.
Clocking in at 6:46, (the
album's longest) the final
track, "The Angel and the
One" is a melancholy slowburner that hears Cuomo
croon over a somber riff as
the distortion builds and then
gives way to a minute of organ
ambience.
It's easy for fans, rock critics most of all, to say I liked
their first album or 'they sold
out after (whatever album)'
but it doesn't work for Weezer.
They 'sold out' when they first
released "The Blue Album" 14
years ago. They have always
been purveyors of pop music
and their third self-titled
release is certainly better than
2005s "Make Believe" and
possibly the group's best since
"The Green Album".
While it may not be worth
purchasing new, copies will
surely start to appear in the
used section of your local
record store, and like most
albums, it has been leaked
on line for free.

to the crowd ai this year's Art Talum
Jazz Heritage Festival 2008 was the
first year the three-day event was
hosted ai Toledo's Promenade Park.

SELL YOUR
BOOKS!

Spend the
Cash on Break,

Textbook Buyback

FREE CAMERA PHONE

WHEN:
June 25 - 26,8am - 6pm
June 27,8am - 4pm
WHERE:
In Front of University Bookstore
FIRST FLOOR OF B0WEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION

507 E. Merry

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

Large 2 Bedroom Furnished
Apartments. Close to Campus.

419-352-5620
www. newloverentals. com

$510 per month plus electric
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Entertainment under the stars
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LEFT: Scarecrow introduces himself lo the crowd CENTER: From led Dorothy. Scarecrow.
Tin Man and the Lion (missing his mask). RIGHT: Opposite angle ol the projection set-up

NBC's Tim Russert
dead at 58
By David Espo
The Associated Press

always well-informed and thorough in his interviews. And he
was as gregarious offthe set as he
was prepared on it."
NBC. interrupted its regular programming with news of
Russert's death and continued lot
several hours oi coverage without
commercial break. The network
announced thai Tom Brokaw
would anchor a special edition
ot Meet tin- I'IC".-." on Sunday,
dedicated to Russert
Competitors and friends
jum|H'd in with superlative praise
and sad recognition of the loss
ol ,i lug) voice during a historic
presidential election year. Known
as a family man as well, he had
been named lather of ihc Year In

WASHINGTON — Tim Russert,
a political lifer who made a TV
career of his passion with unrelenting questioning of the powerful and Influential died ol a
heart attack I'riday in the midst
of a presidential campaign he had
covered with trademark intensity,
Praise poured in from the biggest
names in politics, some recalling
their awn meltdown moments on
his hot seat.
Russert, 58, was apolitical operative before he was a journalist.
He joined NBC a quarts century
ago and ended up as the longesttemired host of the Sunday talk
show "Meet thcl'ress."
lie was an election-night fixlure, with his whiteboard and
scribbled figures, and was moderator for numerous political
debates. He wrote two best-selling books, including the muchloved "Big Russ and Me about his
relationship with his rather,
He was NBC's Washington
bureau chief.
President Bush, informed of
Russert's death while at dinner in
Paris, saluted him as "a tough and
hardworking newsman. He was

parenting organizations,
lamiliar NBC faces such .is
Brokiiw. Andrea Mitchell and
Brian Williams took turns mourn

Ing his loss.
Williams called him 'aggies
sively unfanry."
"Our hearts are broken." said
Mitchell, who appeared emotional at limes as she recalled her

longtime colleague.
Bob Schieffcr, Russert's com
pelitor on ( BS' "I ace the Nation,
slid the two men delighted in
scooping each other.

PRITSCHER

often provide conditions for
self directed, open inquiry in
classrooms, students learn lo
serve the purposes of an oligarchy (the military-industrial-

From Page 4
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FREE SHIPPING

STORE
Proud wireless partner of the Toledo Mud Hens.

Bowling Green * 1027 N. Main St. 1419) 352-6270
* Open Sunday

KrV ©RadioShack.

■ATI! also imposts monthly a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge ol up lo 1129 to help defray costs incurred in complying with State and Federal telecom regulation. State and Federal
Universal Service charges; and surcharges tor customer-based and revenue-based state and local assessments on ATlT. These are not taxes or government-required charges.
Offer available on select phones. Limited-time offer. Other conditions and restrictions apply See contract and rate plan brochure lor details Subscriber must live and have a mating address
within AT&Ts owned wireless network coverage area. Up to S36 activation lee applies Equipment price and availability may vary by market and may not be available from independent retailers.
Unlimited voice services: Unlimited voice services are provided solely for live dialog between two iraJviduals. Offnet Usage: tl you minutes of use Including unlimited services) on other
earners' networks ('offnet usage") during any two consecutive months exceed your offnet usage allowance. AT4T may at its option terminate your service, denv your continued use of other
carriers' coverage, or change your plan to one mousing usage charges for offnet usage. Your offnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser ol 750 minutes or 40% ol the Anytime minutes included
with your plan (data offnet usage allowance is the lesser of 6 megabytes or 2(A ol the kilobytes included with your plan) Early Termination Fee: None if cancelled in the first 30 days, up to
S1T5 Some agents moose additional lees. Rebate Debit Cards: BlackBerry" CURVE" B310 once before unlimited messaging package purchase, mail-in rebate debit card and with 2-year
wireless service agreement a $21999. Minimum $2000 unlimited messaging package purchase required LG Shine" price before mail-in rebate debit card. MEdia"/messagrg feature purchase,
and with 2-year wireless service agreement is $144.99. Mnmum $10.00 MEoVVmessagrrg feature purchase required. SAMSUNG a437 prices before mail-in rebate debit card MEda'/messagrvj
leature purchase, and with 2-year wireless service agreement per phone are $50£r0 per phone. Minmum $1000 MEdia7mes»ging feature purchase required. Allow 10-12 weeks for fulfillment
Card may be used only in the US. and is valid for 120 days after issuance date but is not redeemable lor cash and cannot be used for cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoime pumps. Card
request must be postmarked by 06/28/2006: you must be a customer for 30 consecutive days to receive card Sales tax calculated based on pnee of activated equipment Service provided by
AMI Mobility. C20O8 ATtT Intellectual Properly AH rights reserved. ATM, ATI! logo and all other marks contained herein are trademarks of AT1I Intellectual Property and/or Alii affliated
| compares.
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graduating from one externally
provided program to the next,
4. personal worth depends on
external evaluations, 5. wanting to be recognized as smart,
6. obsequiousness: showing
off knowledge to the person
in power. (>. displaying submission cues to the person in
power, 7. wanting to be recognized as right."
Behaving on the basis of
those 27 habits provides conditions for excessive competition which lend lo inhibit
powerful learning and destroy,
rather than generate, cooperation, communication and
communities.
1 isensteu i said: "I saw my
enlire teaching and writing
career as one long attempt to
be right... what creates rich
and fruitful relationships is
not being right, but providing
things to people that are useful
to them in some way. In other
words, giving. "Giving" follows
Wm. Penn's idea: "We shall
pass this way but once. Any
good, therefore, that we may
do, or any kindness that we
may show to any human being,
let us do it now. Lei us not defer
nor neglect it, for we shall not
pass this way again."
Paradoxically, because
schools and universities do not

Aardvark

governmental-complex).
Serving the purposes ol
another is one definition of
slavery.
If we held that what we do
is primarily done to serve the
good of the enlire global community, then we would indeed
be educated In following
William Penn's idea.
One habit lasenstein does
not mention is a habit of thinking that one person cannot do
much about changing these
and other habits.
Students often have been
trained to think "that's just the
way things are," and therefore,
nothing can be done about it.
Recent brain research shows
we can change our brains (and
our habits).
Awareness and intention to
change helps. Physical exercise

helps the generation of new
brain cells, I invite you lo deschool yourself (and exercise).
Thanks for your attention.

— PriOcher is a professor emeritus and author of
"Reopening l-instein's Thought:
About What Can't Be learned
from Textbooks," to be published
in July 2008. Respond to his column at thenews@'bgneu's.coin.

Custom Imprinted Wearables

Tees • Hoodies • Hats
Jackets • Sweats
Greeks • Teams • Crawls • Events • Floors

Disc Golf Equipment
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Organic • Destroyed ■ Burnout ■ Wlcking

123 S Main St • BG

aardvarkspe.com

419-354-6686
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SOFTBALL
Weimer, Vallas set
to play team USA
The Mid-American Conference
announced last week that a team
made up of All-MAC Softball players will play the USA Softball team
in an exhibition game June 23 at 7
p.m. at Brookside Park in Ashland.
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CAN'T CLOSE THE DEAL: Boston Celtics coach Doc Rivers talks with Ke«n Garnett during play against the Los Angeles Lakers in the
second half of Game 5 of the NBA basketball finals Sunday in Los Angeles

Ohio, as part of the KFC Bound 4
Beijing Tour.
The MAC team will have 17
of its first and second team AllMAC players.
BG will be repiesented by first

Finals return to Boston

team All-MAC and ESPN the

By Tom Withers

Magazine Academic All-Amerkans.

The Associated Press

Hayley Wiemer and Allison Vallas
The team will be led by

(Miami). Courtney Waters (Ohio),

BOSTON — The Boston Celtics
came back from California, not
champions and no) whole.
I hey returned from lx)s Angeles
followinga lung day of travel without the Larry O'Brien trophy and
without Hay Allen, who stayed
behind tn attend to his ill son.
Unable to put the finishins touches on the Los Angeles
takers and wrap up their first
championship since 1986, the
Celtics, the NBAS best team since
November, flew back across three
time /ones Monday for a Game 6
they were hoping they wouldn't
base to play
But injuries, another big first
half deficit, and a sub-par performance by Kevin Garnett cos)
them in Game 5, a 103-98 loss in
the season's final game at Staples

Erka Singer (Toledo)

Center.

University of Akron's head coach
Julie Jones and her assistant coach
Julie Pratt
MAC ALL-STAR TEAM
Pitching Staff: Hayley Wiemer
(Bowling Green). Kytie Reynolds
(Kent State). Gabnelle Burns (Kent
State). Michelle Sauter (Ohio). Kyfa
Sullivan (Western Michigan)
Infield: Allison Vallas (Bowling
Green). Amy Hudson (Central
Michigan). Ashley Strauss (Eastern
Michigan). Jessica Toocheck (Kent
State). Sarah Billstrom (Miami).
Meghan Mawn (Miami). Becky
Bartosz (Western Michigan)
Outfield: Jenny Scherer
(Eastern Michigan). Alicia Hogl
(Miami). Bnanna Robinson

FOOTBALL
Falcons announce
home kick-off times
Following last weeks announcement of the 750 p.m contest with
Minnesota on Sept 6. the BGSU
football program has announced
kkkoff times for their remaining
four home games for the 2008
season
The Falcons will host Minnesota
on Sept 6 at 7 50 p m in the home
opener. Other home kickoff times
include Eastern Michigan (Oct. 4.
4 p.m). Miami (Oct. 18.12 p.m.).
Kent State (Nov. 1,2 p.m.) and
Buffalo (Nov .21.6 p.m.).

SCHEDULE
TUESDAY. JULY 8
Barnstorming Tour:
at Fifth Third Field-Mud
Hens Game. 5 - 9 p.m.
Price: $15 for adults. $7 for
youth 12 & under (includes
dinner & game ticket)
To reserve in advance:
419-372-2401

"Not what we wanted," coach
Doc Rivers said of the team's
stay near the Pacific Ocean.
"We wanted two more (wins).
Obviously, the blanket was that
we get to go home, but we really
believed that we could win one
of these games. We won one, and
we'll take it, but that's obviously
not what we want."
The Celtics weren't at full
strength for Game 5, missing center Kendrick Perkins with a shoulder injury. Whether he'll play in
Game 6 will be a game-time decision, but Boston expects to have
Allen available.
The shooting star left the arena
immediately following Sunday's
game because of a "health issue"
with his toddler son, Walker, who
underwent medical tests Sunday
and Monday. Allen was still at
the hospital when the rest of the
Celtics arrived in Boston at about
10:30 p.m. HUT Monday, team

spokesman left" Twiss told The
Associated Press.
Allen planned to take an overnight flight so he could play last
night, according to Twiss.
Earlier, the Celtics waited at
IA International Airport for their
llight. which was delayed by
mechanical problems. Another
plane was brought in for the trip.
Their title was postponed, too.
On Sunday, the Celtics, who
once trailed by 19 points, were
moments away from an awards
ceremony that's now on hold.
Instead of hoisting a trophy and
spraying champagne the Celtics
returned to New England with
more work to do.
Despite the loss, they feel good
about their chances of winning a
17th title, on the 17th.
"We're one up, with two games

Editor-in-chief

It's not easytowinan appeal to the
U.S. Supreme Court, but Coach
Roderick lackson did just that
lighting for equal gender rights
in the sjKirts world, Jackson won
an appeal with the courts in May
2003 allowing school personnel
to speak on behalf of their students without fear of retaliation,
leading the way in bringing gender discrimination to light across
the country.
lackson is set to speak about
his experiences today in Business
Administration Boom III from II
a.m. to 12:35 p.m. at an event sponsored by the Sport Management
Faculty Fund. College of Business
Administration, BG Branch of
AMI W and the Fund for the Study
of Sport and Diversity.
His speech is titled "Standing
Up in the Face of Adversity: The
story of Coach Roderick lackson's
journey toward a landmark Title
IX Supreme Court decision".
"I'm honored BGSU and its
fine faculty have invited me,"
lackson said.

lie wants students to come hear
his experiences because he has a
unique perspective in the gender
discrimination issue.
"It's an opportunity to hear
from a person who's been on the
front lines ... to level the playing
field," he said.
Though he said women athletics have come a long way. he notes
they still have a long way to go.
"It's my duty to stand up for
young ladies," lackson said.
As a teacher, coach and publicspeaker, lackson wants to share
his experiences with others.
"I really have a story to tell,"
he said.
Of his three jobs, lackson said
teaching and coaching are his
main passions.
"My heart is in teaching and
coaching," he said, although he
added public speaking is also a
calling.
lackson's
book
titled
"Landmark, Get Set...Go! ACoach
Eights for Equality" chronicles his
experiences.
He said the numerous phone
calls and letters he received from
supporters and fans following the

Gregg
Brandon
Head Football
Coach

By John Loptz
Reporter

Welcome to the Coach's
Corner, a weekly Q&A with one
of the Universities head coaches. This week we sit down with
Falcons' head football coach
Gregg Brandon.
Q: With so many solid
recruits coming to BGSU this
year, how would you compare
this group to prior years' high
school recruits?
A: That is difficult to assess,
when you project a 17-year-old
high school kid to the next level.
It's kind of a guessing game.
Until these kids gel in the middle of the fray at this level, that's
hard to know how they're going
to compare. Ask me in a couple
of years and I could give you a
better answer.

Q: Do you recruit freshmen
based on position needs or athletic ability?
A: A little bit of both. This
year we lost a lot of players on
the offensive line, so we made
a point to recruit offensive line.
But athletic ability is also a big
plus in any position. In fact, our
entirestartingdefensive secondary were all high school running
backs. We try to get the best athletes at the skill positions.
See BRANDON | Page 10
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"1 thought this was the way to
get the word out." he said.

I here will be a book signing
following his speech until 1 p.m.
lackson said he wants students
to be aware of gender discrimination so they can defend themselves against it.
"People don't choose the situations, the situations choose
people," lackson said. T just want
students to be prepared."
lackson lives with his wife
and two kids in his hometown
Birmingham, Ala., speaking and
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Supreme Court decision inspired
him to write about it.
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See FINALS | Page 10

Coach speaks about Title IX decision
By Gina Potthof f

Coach's corner with
Gregg Brandon
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Create and solve your
Sudokii puzzles for FREE.
Sflffff

Sudol

<" «n« win prizes at-

PRIZESUDOKU COM

teaching;
Now Renting
08-09
School Year!

Preferred
Properties Col

Find A Place To Call Home
www.preferredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378
Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

441 N. Enterprise

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

Three Bedroom house
Nice yard.

419-352-5620

$595.00 per month plus utilities

www.newloverentals. com
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your head where your bun is, and
my but) ishereatBG.

BRANDON
From Page 9
Q: Do ynu foresee any fresh men competing for starting
positions this year?
A: \\c will always give a playei
a chance to compete, hut whethei thej crack the starting lineup
is a different story. It's tough for
a young j;m to come In and play
right away.
Q: Overall, how did you feel
about your team's performance
in the spring game?
A: Well, it was the plaj defensive struggle; it was good to see
onr defense can step up and
succeed.
Q: What has working tinder
great coaches like Mike Price,
UWJ liarnelt and ilrhan Myers
done for you?
A: I have learned a lol from all
those guys throughout the years,
some [liiiics I agreed with and
some things I didn't. I was able to
pick and choose things from their
coaching repertoire and adjust it
to my own philosophy.
Q: With the success you have
had at li(>SU, what are your
thoughts about moving up to a
higher profile scltool?
A: You know I really don't pay
any attention to that because if I
do. I will inn be able to do mj job
hereal BowlingGreen. I'm of the
philosophy thai you should keep

FINALS
From Page 9
to go at Inline, said Paul Pierce,
who scored .'ill iii t lame5. "II still
feels like we have the advantage, and I tiei feel like we're the
better team.'
So the nth installment of
Celtics vs. Lakers, the league's signature rivalrj .ind one i it the best
in pro sporis. lias ai least one
mote ■in-minuteepisode
After a 21 year gap between
finals meetings, these teams
aren't quite read) to pan
company.
win would they?
Now live games old, iliis series
has bad plent) ol drama (Pierces
return from a Game I knee injury), history (Boston's finals record
24-poini comeback in (.ante I),
surprises Icon Pour's rniei
genre as,i Game 2 Star] ami even
a little scandal as former referee
Tim DonaghyS allegations ol

Q: With all of your skill position starters returning, do you
expect the offense to be as prolific as the one last year?
A: A lot of our success last year

started with the offensive line
and we lost three starters on the
offensive line, Including one to
the Ml As a coach, I'll never be
totalh satisfied, it's important to
rebuild that group in order for the
offense to remain successful.
i.i: What is the one team that
you would love to face hen? at
"the l)oyt"?
A: llaughsl Ohio Slate, hut that
will never happen!
Q: How will Tyler Shechan's
experience help the team on
\UJ;.:I0 in Pittsburgh?
A: It really isaconfidencelliing.
not just with him but his teammates .is well, riiey know lyier
can gel the ball to the open guy.
And really, I expect nothing differenl when we go to Pittsburgh,
Q: What can you tell me about
Pittsburgh's all Big Fast running
hack l*Sean McCoy?
A: Oh Boy! Dial kid is the real
deal. We have faced great running barks before, and lie is right
up there. We have to commit
slopping the run.
(,): How do you feel about
large contributions from
boosters going to the athletic
department instead of to the

fixed playofl games lias hung
over the finals,
The Lakers are trying to
become the fits) team in finals
histot) to overcome a 3-1 deficit to win a title, and they're
one step closer. If they ran win
(lame (i on last night in Boston,
they'll lone a Game 7 to cap a
season as Hying as any in commissioner David Sterns career.
Kobe Bryant and his teammates staved oil elimination
Sunda) by gelling mure physical
with the Celtics, who last night
will plaj thru Jlilh game of this
postseason, a record, and could
be wearing down physically.
Bryant has yet to have a blowout, Id Ki "id point game and
doesn't think lie nerds one for

the Lakers to win their title
Could I force mysell to get

40? Yeah. Bui is thai better for
nut ball dub? No," Bryant said.

WeVegol guys open, I'm going
10 mine the hall and do what 1
need to do."

University?
A: Anyone who wants to tour
our old facilities. I would be
more than happy (0 take them.
The place was just not up to
par with Division 1 standards.
I think the contributions to the
athletic department are justified.
Contributions and donations
come with no strings attached,
so people who make large donations don't really have an influence in the direction of our program, although 1 might let Mr.
Seho call our first play [laughs]
Q: After such a great season,
what went wrong in the GMAC
bowl against Tulsa?
A: Well, it was a one-game
shot, and with four turnovers, we
weren't really helping ourselves.
People tend to forget the team
we played against had the best
offense in the country, averaging
over r>t)0 yards a game.
Q: How do you bring your
players back after a loss like
that?
A: We tried to forget about it.
We had a little ritual over the
winter where we took the tape
of the game and tossed it into a
fire, letting our kids know that
pasl is the past, and it's time to
start over.
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Racetrack shape
Wield an axe
Board
Foal's mom
Celeb's perk
Yoga posture
Pond scum and
seaweed
Panache
Cowboy's tote
Victor's moment to savor
Action site
Rock innovator Brian
VFW member
Passing years, poetically
Brawny
Composer Mendelssohn
Fictional terrier
Roulette events
Utah ski resort
Task
Stronghold
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ACROSS

Legendary beauty
Raw mineral
Mountain pass
Makeshift
Really big pickle
Nudges
James Joyce
novel. "Finnegans
12 o'clock high
„ Lee Curtis
Harrow rival
James of "Ell"
Burn up the road
Unwind
Vocalist James

36
40

Cornhusker's city
Heroism
Take issue
Assimilate
Staff symbol
Dagger handle
Actor Epps
Shetland grazers
Pass along deceptively
Quickly, shortly
Mustc recording hub
Twinned pair?
Thai's neighbor
Diamond Head's
island
Kids' card game
Releases
Baylor University
state
Unser Sr. and Jr.
Fabric surface
Nod (off)
Spree
Rambo-like
"Confessions" singer
Pulled off a diamond
coup
Solicitude
Negative connection

B'way sign
Sheathed
Greenhorn
Cartoon cave guy
Nosegay unit
Pound part
Ger. submarine
Rub it in
Salon supply
Emmy winner Falco
Kismet
Fight-stopping
letters
61 Tenant's payment
62 Sleepwear, briefly
63 Eminem's genre
41
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS
ABOUT
, PISflNCLLO'SE iSK
UR SPECIALS!

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

'BARTENDING1 up to S3007day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174
"Customer Service/Data Entry"
"•MakeS8/HR!!!"'HIRING IMMEDIATELY*
"Must Have Good
Communication Skills"
HAVE FUN AT WORK AND
MAKE GOOD MONEY!!)
Only 15 Min Away in Perrysburg
Mon-Fri 5pm- 9pm & Sal Morn
MUST BE AVAILABLE EVERYDAY!!
23-25 Hrs/Week
Call Kris TODAY (4191 261-6034
TruGreen ChemLawn- EOE M/F/D/V

FREE HEAT
Private entrance
Dishwasher
Conveniently Located
Pet & People-Friendly
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAM

419-353-7715

www.va

I

I

52

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Earn $10 an hour this summer by
acting as a participant in studies related to speech, language, and music For more information, contact
Louis Vinke at vinkel@bgnet bgsu
edu (preferred) or 419-372-4590

The Highlands
1 bedroom apis newly remodeled
Laundry on site
S300.00 Security Deposit
Available Now - August
419-354-6036

Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Remodeled/Laundry on site
S300 00 Secunty Deposit
Available July & August
419-354-6036

Employees needed to perform light
production work. Company offers
flexible hours between 7:30am and
7 30pm most days Must work at
least 15 hours per week/can be full
time/many BGSU students work
here/easy walk from campus. Pay is
$7 00 per hour Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428 Clough St Bowling Green. OH

1 bdrm apt. across Irom campus
Avail immediately $350 mo. + util
(419)897-5997

Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit St
2* bedroom. A/C. garage, washer/
dryer Spacious. Remodeled
Call 419-354-6036

Looking for student tor part time residential yard work, mornings. Above
mm. wage pay Call 1419)353-0721

1 bedrm apt beginning in Aug
S415 per month
Call Mandi (419)378-1630
3 bdrm home. Crim St. nice neighborhood Lg. common areas. W/D.
A/C Avail Aug (419)352-7090
812 (avail June 1) 8 832 Third St.
(avail Aug. 1). 5 blks from campus. 3
bdrm , 1 bath, privacy lenced in back
yard. S875 mo., plus util. Call
(419)392-2812

For Sale
1061 Anna Ln . Bowling Green. This
3 BR. 2 full bath was built in 2003
Gas fireplace, paved patio, covered
porch & nicely landscaped Nice location close to walking trail & shopping. 2 car attached garage Some
appliances stay with the house
Tastefully decorated & move in condition For more details call Maggie
Schwind AA Green Realty Inc 419601-0795 or 419-352-5331 VM 146

Avail Aug 15. 08 3 bdrm house. 2
bath, central air. close to campus
Also avail 1 bdrm apt. close lo
BGSU (419)308-2458

" 08-09 Rentals Available."
1-2 bdrm apis 300 Merry SI
3 bdrm . 311 E Reed St
4 bdrm house. 729 4th St.
6 bdrm .321 E Merry St.
Call 419-353-0325
See cartyrentals.com

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Enclave II • 4 bdrm.. 4 bath. $315 mo
turn All extras included. Please call
(440)796-3881
Furn. rm . TV. Ireedom of house W/
D. dean & quiet $300 mo. $100
dep 419-354-6117. Larry
Furnished room. $255 mo Share
utilities with 2 other roommates.
419-308-9198

For Rent
" 3 bdrm available in August.
1 or 2 bdrm. avail May or August
For more info call 419-354-9740

Houses & Apartments
www lilerentals com
419-353-8208

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$535, month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829 8638
-, www.bowllnggreen-apts.com
,

rIOSP TO CAMPUS

Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet

2 a 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES

JUNE SPECIAL

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS

ELECTRIC FREE FOR 1 YEAR
When you sign a one year lease before July

FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

WINTHROP &
SUMMIT TERRACE

[
|

ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM HOOSES
j
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMERTS
fiRADDATE EFFICIENCY /1DEDROOM

Kitchen Cabinets w/built
in Dishwasher, and microwaves
STOP BY AND SEE US

Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon. thru Th. 8-5:30, Fri. 8-5
Sat. 10-2 & Sun. 12-3
419-352-9135
winihrop@gcrdenicfi.com

J& Sty* Tip, loiUyl c&1419)352-0717

445 E. WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN ■ OHIO ' O403

www.greenbriarrentals.com

NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARVIII

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & trom Campus! • Furnished or Unturnished Units Available

Newlove Rentals

330 N. Church St.

I

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

,
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ee our coupon menu at
' 203 N. Main H*™*™
352-5166 1
v.pisanellos.com
$6 50 Minimum
C

Apartments

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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Female rmte. lor (urn 2 bdrm . 1
bath apt 08-09 2 blks trom campus Non-smoker only S325 plus util
320 Elm St. (419)872-9114

varsiTM SQuare

1-800-899-8070

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

,

www.newloverentals.com

1

Three Bedroom lower duplex.
Close to downtown.
$695.00 per month plus utilities.

